Perception of Pixelated Images

Description: Perception of Pixelated Images covers the increasing use of these images in everyday life as communication, socialization, and commerce increasingly rely on technology. The literature in this book is dispersed across a wide group of disciplines, from perception and psychology to neuroscience, computer science, engineering, and consumer science.

The book summarizes the research to date, answering such questions as, What are the spatial and temporal limits of perceptual discrimination of pixelated images?, What are the optimal conditions for maximizing information extracted from pixelated images?, and How does the method of pixelation compromise or assist perception?

- Integrates research from psychology, neuroscience, computer science, and engineering
- Explains how the process of perception works for pixelated images
- Identifies what assists and hinders perception, including the method of pixelation
- Discusses the limits of perception of pixelated images

Contents:
Intro to Perception Research on Pixellation
Perceptual Effects of Image Pixellation
Limits of Perception for Pixellated Images
Effects of Specific Visual Tasks on Pixelated Image Perception
Pixelated Face Recognition
Pixellated Images and Art
What Research on Pixellation Tells Us About Perception
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